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i'm using this for a local convenience, since you have to download up to 20-30 wads at once.
it automates the unzipping, running and launching of doom. it does not care about the wad's

format, it should work with all wads. cracked! hell yeah, it works! now for the "fun" part.
here's a quick how-to video! you probably want to know what happens? there are two text

files in the script's folder. they are meant to be copied into the doom folder. the first text file
this is the manual for the script. it explains everything you need to know about it, and how it
works. the second text file this is the only file you need to modify. it's a list of wads. for each
wad in the list, the script will unzip, launch, and wait for it to finish launching. (in the video

i'm using 14 wads as an example). now, you just need to add your wad's to the list! there are
four easy ways to do this. first, you can just add your wad manually this is the way i do it.

second, you can use this script to auto-add them! this is the recommended way. just watch
the video and you'll see how it works. third, you can use batch files here is an example:

sample batch file: @echo off for %%i in (*.wad) do ( rd %%i unzip -o -qq %1 -d %2 %%i unzip
-p -o -qq %1 -d %2 %%i start %3 %%i ) pause exit you have to put the batch file in your

doom folder, and run it. it will auto-add your wads here's a video showing it in action. here's
a video showing it in action! fourth, you can use this script to auto-add them it's based on
the script i use, i've tweaked it to add support for wadparsers! here's a video showing it in

action. and if you want, you can test your own wad!
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